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Background
● Providing support to develop meaningful BPC plans
● BPCnet.org
● Workshop at UIUC (November 2019)
● New workshop series

○ July 13-14 (virtual)
○ August 6-7 (virtual)
○ Fall 2020 (virtual?)
○ July 2021 at Snowbird



● Had a great time! Learned a lot!

● 38 institutions, 45 departments, 90 participants

● Participants’ understanding of the BPC Plans

○ Before the workshop: Everyone → “moderately well” or below
○ After the workshop: Everyone → “moderately well” or above!

July 13-14 Workshop



Overview of CISE and 
BPC Plans

National Science Foundation



NSF CISE Intro
Margaret Martonosi
NSF Assistant Director for Computer and Information 
Science and Engineering (CISE)

July, 2020



Thanks!
• BPC Plan Workshop Series Steering Committee:

• Nancy Amato, Colleen Lewis, Tracy Camp, Ronald Metoyer, Mary 
Hall

• NSF: Jeff Forbes, Allyson Kennedy, Jill Denner, Michelle Rogers
• Burçin Tamer, Heather Wright, and others at CRA as hosts
• Many more contributors to this effort and to these workshops
• All the Workshop Attendees committed to moving the needle 

on BPC Efforts



• Women:  20.3% of US CS 
PhD graduates 

• African-Americans, 
Hispanics, Native 
Americans: 3.1 % of US 
CS PhD graduates

=> CS is missing ~70% of 
US population’s talents.

CISE is committed to 
fostering the careers of a 
diverse set of researchers.
https://cra.org/2019-taulbee-survey/



Vision: Broadening Participation in Computing

• Goal: Move the needle on 
diversifying the CISE 
Research Community

• How? 
• Engage everyone
• Partnerships between BP 

experts and broader CISE 
community

• Currently in Year 2 of 3-year 
Pilot

https://bpcnet.org



What should a 
Department 

BPC Plan 
include?

Think Broadly!

• Yes, students in your labs….  What else?
• Work on inclusive classrooms
• Survey and improve on faculty climate. 

Consider annual public reports of 
departmental diversity and climate metrics

• COVID-19 and related events: 
Disproportionate impacts and mitigating 
responses?

• Commit to tracking data to inform policies:
• Demographics of grad/ugrad 

applications and admissions.
• Year by year retention in program
• Post-grad trajectories 5-10 years out



Broadening Participation in Computing Plans

Jeff Forbes
NSF CISE Education & Workforce



Thanks to CISE colleagues!

• Margaret Martonosi
• Erwin Gianchandani
• Gurdip Singh
• Ken Calvert
• JD Kundu
• Thyaga Nandagopal
• Jill Denner
• Allyson Kennedy
• Fay Cobb Payton
• Michelle Rogers
• Becky Shearman

Education & Workforce Cluster



NSF CISE Definition of Underrepresentation
“CISE strongly encourages meaningful actions that address the 
longstanding underrepresentation of various populations — including: 

• women, 
• African Americans, 
• Hispanics, 
• American Indians, 
• Alaska Natives, 
• Native Hawaiians, 
• Native Pacific Islanders, and 
• persons with disabilities 

— in the computing field.”
https://www.nsf.gov/cise/bpc/

https://www.nsf.gov/cise/bpc/


“It will take more than good intentions or business as usual, however, to 
reverse longstanding underrepresentation. It will take committed, 
focused, and sustained efforts on the part of many in the computing 
community.”

- CISE AC BP Strategic Plan (2012)

Motivation for the BPC Pilot
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“CISE will address BP programmatically both through focused activities and 
through the inclusion of BPC efforts as an accepted and expected part of 
its research and education award portfolios.”

- CISE AC BP Strategic 
Plan (2012)

• How do we effect change?
• Requirements: Require meaningful BPC activity in an expanding set of CISE 

Programs
• Support: Provide resources and support for PIs & Reviewers
• Review/Report: Provide feedback on all BPC plans submitted, and require 

reporting of BPC outcomes in annual reports of awarded projects

Motivation for the BPC Pilot
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Vision: 
BPC embedded in CISE Research Community

• CISE research proposals include a meaningful plan to 
broaden participation in computing

• Quality of plans improve; amount of reviewer feedback 
needed declines

• Plans are implemented; lessons learned from 
implementation are shared

• BPC working group monitors and supports progress of BPC
• Collaborations increase between CISE and other PIs with BP 

expertise
• Measurable progress towards diversifying the CISE Research 

Community
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Research 
Activities

Faculty 
Development

Departmental 
Development

Outreach 
Activities



Research 
Activities

Faculty 
Developmen

t

Departmental 
Development

Outreach 
Activities

Volunteer to Teach CS in a Girl Scout Troop

Partner with DREU to host two 
REU students each summer

Analyze Retention Data for the 
CMD-IT University Award

NCWIT 101 - Learn about BPC 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N40Dfu7eBdXr3_yLuOMRqrJ9y9JgAXRq-sDqdQDpIrQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N40Dfu7eBdXr3_yLuOMRqrJ9y9JgAXRq-sDqdQDpIrQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N40Dfu7eBdXr3_yLuOMRqrJ9y9JgAXRq-sDqdQDpIrQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N40Dfu7eBdXr3_yLuOMRqrJ9y9JgAXRq-sDqdQDpIrQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N40Dfu7eBdXr3_yLuOMRqrJ9y9JgAXRq-sDqdQDpIrQ/edit


NSF CISE BPC Alliances

• Long-term experience 
engaging in BPC 
activities at scale

• Other resources:



Lessons Learned

• Key Takeaways:
• Ideal BPC plan describes an evidence-based, sustained response to a well-

articulated aspect of broadening participation
• Many CISE PIs, especially those new to BPC, will not initially be in a position 

to develop or execute such an ideal plan

Getting Started ImpactfulEvolving



5 elements of a meaningful BPC plan

● Context: Describes the problem the plan addresses using institutional or 
local data; and the goals of the proposed activities

● Intended population(s): Specifically identifies the demographics of the 
participants, including underrepresented group and school level (ex. 
African American undergraduates or female high school students)

● Strategy: Outlines the plan of activities with specific intended 
outcomes, corresponding to the elements in (1) and (2) and with a role 
for each PI and co-PI.

● Preparation: Describes any past engagement with BPC activities and/or 
intended preparation/training activities to implement proposed work

● Plans for the measurement of outcomes for the proposed activities.



Individual BPC Plan - Review Strategy
• FY 2019-2021: BPC plans required by time of award in Medium and Large 

proposals submitted to core programs, CPS, and SaTC
• “PIs of Medium and Large proposals are therefore strongly encouraged consider 

this eventual requirement as they develop their proposals and include one- to 
three-page descriptions of their planned BPC activities under Supplementary 
Documents in their submissions. Feedback will be provided on such plans.”

• Goals:
• Educate CISE community on the elements of an effective BPC plan
• Provide high-quality feedback on submitted BPC plans

• Process overview:
• BPC Experts review plans prior to CISE Core panels
• CISE Reviewers use BPC reviews to inform discussion

• BPC PLAN DOES NOT AFFECT OVERALL RATING OR AWARD 
RECOMMENDATION

• Projects  must have meaningful BPC plan at the time of award



Ongoing Assessment of BPC Pilot

How are Program Officers using the BPC reviews and what supports do they need?
What resources are needed to improve plans?
What are the challenges and opportunities for BPC within the CISE community?

FY19
(470 projects)

FY20 
(450 projects)

Percentage of Projects including a BPC Plan

89%75%

Stage of Development for FY20 BPC Plans

BPC Pilot Questions:  



Common Pitfalls of BPC Plans

1.Missing roles and responsibilities for each PI

2.Missing metrics that will be reported in the annual report

3.No demographics of intended population were provided

4.Not building upon best practices & existing efforts 

5.Confusing Broader Impacts and Broadening Participation

6.Enumerating the PhD students who identify as underrepresented in 
computing without identifying the total number of students mentored 
or the recruiting and mentoring strategies that will be used



Institutional Efforts to address BPC

• Encourage units to develop their own Departmental BPC 
Plans to which their faculty can contribute
• Enable sustained cultural change & assessment of impact



• Official NSF BPC FAQ 
www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_key=nsf20110

• CISE Core Programs solicitation 
www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505667

NSF BPC FAQ and Updated Solicitation

https://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_key=nsf20110
https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505667


Getting Started
Burçin Tamer

Computing Research Association



What will you find at BPCnet.org?
● Rubrics, templates

● FAQ

● Events: past and future

● Curated BPC advice, activity library, data

● Access to feedback options



BPCnet.org

http://bpcnet.org


BPCnet.org

http://bpcnet.org




BPCnet.org

http://bpcnet.org








BPCnet.org

http://bpcnet.org


Three BPC Documents

Project (NSF) BPC Plans
● Submitted to the NSF

● 1-3 pages

● Describe the roles of 
each PI

● Goal: Get PIs to do 
impactful BPC 
activities

Internal Dept. Document
● Not submitted

● Any number of pages

● Describe how faculty 
can get involved

● Goal: Make it easier 
for faculty to get 
involved and write 
BCP Plans for their 
NSF proposal

Department BPC Plan
● Submitted to BPCnet

● 2 pages

● Describe the BPC 
activities in the dept.

● Goal: Help organize 
departmental activities



Templates

Rubric

Example Plans 



BPC Plan Templates











Completed your 
Departmental BPC 
Plan??

● Get it verified
● Post it on BPCnet.org



Getting ready to get started

❏ Create a list of current BPC activities happening in your department

❏ Identify institution resources for BPC or inclusive teaching

❏ Gather relevant demographic data



Questions?



Context and Goals
Mary Hall

University of Utah



● From an institutional perspective:
○ Relative to their % in the university population
○ Possibly, relative to their % in the community population

BPC = Increasing Participation of Groups Currently 
Underrepresented in Computing

From https://www.nsf.gov/cise/bpc/ : 
“...including women, African 
Americans, Hispanics, American 
Indians, Alaska Natives, Native 
Hawaiians, Native Pacific Islanders, 
and persons with disabilities ...”

https://www.nsf.gov/cise/bpc/


Identifying and Articulating your Context

1. Start with demographic data (institutional, publicly available)
2. Dig deeper into data to try to identify challenges and opportunities
3. Use context data to establish goals

From Departmental Plan template



Demographic Data from BPCnet.org/statistics/



University of Utah, School of Computing Demographics
Some Success
● Tripled % women undergrads in last 

decade (4-13%), degree recipients (5-15%)
Challenge
● Demographics of undergraduate program 

do not match university or state

.

Utah UofU SoC
Women 50% 47% 13%
Latinx 14% 13% 8%

Opportunity
● Recruit students already at the university
● Recruit from K-12, enclosing Salt Lake City School District

○ 56% of students “belong to a minority group”, mostly Latinx
○ More than half of elementary and middle schools are Title I schools



Deeper Analysis: More Data

Obtain institutional or departmental data on demographics of individual 
classes, and course performance

1. Recruiting issue?
● What are the percentage of women and Latinx students in introductory courses? 

(Women: 25% or less; Latinx: 11% or less)
1. Retention issue?

● Is the percentage of women steady through the freshman and sophomore year? 
(No: CS0 = 24%, CS1 = 17%, CS2 = 13%, SoftEng = 12%)

● Is the D/F/W rate in CS1 higher for women? (Yes) 



Deeper Analysis: Work with Experts

https://www.ncwit.org/extension-services-learning-circles

NCWIT Extension Services: Learning Circles
● Three academic departments plus NCWIT Consultant and Staff
● Engagement

○ Application demonstrating support from departmental leadership
○ Monthly meetings for a year
○ Survey students in early classes to identify recruiting successes / 

challenges / opportunities
○ Develop plan, similar to goals for BPC Plan



Context Used to Establish Goals

From Departmental Plan template



University of Utah Goals
Context analysis identifies issues in both recruiting and retention

Goals:

1. Expand undergraduate mentoring and research to increase recruiting and retention of 
groups underrepresented in computing by more than 50% in five years, with an 
emphasis on women and Latinx students.

2. Promote community-building activities for diverse students, critically important for 
retention of women and Latinx students given the context.

3. Create computing-specific K-12 outreach programs for local Title I schools with diverse 
populations, with the goal of stimulating early interest in computing.



37 
Example 

Goals



Impactful BPC Activities
Colleen Lewis

ColleenL@illinois.edu
CSTeachingTips.org



Do you know what BPC activities already exist? 

YesNot 
Yet

Make a copy of this template: tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC

http://tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC


Make a copy of this template: tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC

http://tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC


List of BPC Activities tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities

http://tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities


Faculty may assume that BPC always involves

● Outreach to K-12 students
● Sending students to a diversity-focused conference

Do these take advantage of 
faculty members’ skills and spheres of influence? 



Where can faculty most effectively create change? 

● Improving their pedagogy

● Revising their curriculum

● Improving departmental policies

● Learning about BPC

● Expanding research opportunities

● Monitoring BPC data



BPCnet.org Resources for Selecting Activities



Categories of BPC Activities on BPCnet.org
● Student Retention

○ Curriculum and Pedagogy
○ Building Community
○ Data
○ Departmental Policy
○ BPC Education 

● Outreach and recruiting
○ Outreach to K-12 Student 
○ Outreach to K-12 Teacher and Schools 
○ K-12 Policy Outreach
○ Recruit Students
○ Expanding Research Opportunities







Resource for Impactful BPC Activities

● Recommended activities BPCnet.org

● Current activities template tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC

● List of some BPC activities tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities

For every activity, ask: 
Does this take advantage of our department 
members’ skills and spheres of influence?

What is the expected impact? 

https://bpcnet.org/
http://tinyurl.com/ActivityListBPC
http://tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities


Impactful BPC Activities
Colleen Lewis

ColleenL@illinois.edu
CSTeachingTips.org



Evaluation
Tracy Camp

Department Head of Computer Science
Colorado School of Mines

tcamp@mines.edu





203 226 233
287

379

524

679# CS Majors (at Mines)









Women at Mines: ~30%
URG at Mines: ~17% 



What did                     do??



Recruitment activities 
Retention activities 
Welcoming culture (space/activities)
Transfer efforts 
Visible signs that diversity is important 
etc. 

Several Impactful BPC Activities



List of BPC Activities tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities

http://tinyurl.com/ncwitActivities


Evaluation: KEY for Success



1. Determine Context and Set Goals (Mary)
2. Implement Activities Strategically (Colleen)
3. Evaluate (Tracy) 
4. Feedback loop

Overall Process



1. Determine Context and Set Goals (Mary)
2. Implement Activities Strategically (Colleen)
3. Evaluate (Tracy)
4. Feedback loop

Overall Process



BPCnet.org Resources for Data and Evaluation



BPCnet.org Resources for Data and Evaluation



U.S. postsecondary data (IPEDS)
U.S. K-12 Students (CCD) 

NCWIT Scorecard 
CRA Taulbee
ACM NDC 

Public Data: 



BPCnet.org Resources for Data and Evaluation



Monitor your data: 



Applications, Acceptances, Enrollments
Retention/Attrition

Institutional Data: 



Applications, Acceptances, Enrollments
Retention/Attrition

Institutional Data: 

e.g., 21.2% accept vs. 16.7% enrolled (females)
⇒ 24% enrolled (females)



Applications, Acceptances, Enrollments
Retention/Attrition

DFW rates (esp for early courses) 

Institutional Data: 



Applications, Acceptances, Enrollments
Retention/Attrition

DFW rates (esp for early courses) 

Institutional Data: 

CS@Mines Data Chair



BPCnet.org Resources for Data and Evaluation



Understand your STUDENTS 



CRA Data Buddies Survey

Understand your STUDENTS  





What is the 
highest degree 
you plan to attain? 

Women Men

Bachelor’s degree 
(significant) 52% 26%

Plans   



Shared with Dean (significant)
Question Mines Comparison 

group 
I am confident that I can complete my 
undergraduate degree in computing 4.89 (0.32) 4.51 (0.85) 

Overall, I am satisfied with the computing 
program at my institution 4.33 (0.85) 3.90 (1.07) 

The department is NOT very supportive of its 
students 1.81 (0.93) 2.43 (1.10) 

My department cares about its students 4.37 (0.71) 3.73 (1.00) 
Who do you consider to be a mentor? (prof 
within my department) 61% 40% 



NCWIT 
Student Experience 
of the Major (SEM)

Understand your STUDENTS  



Understand your DEPARTMENT 



NCWIT GPS Tool (draft) 

“… academic departments can use to identify 
where they are in developing a culture of 
inclusion.” 

Understand your DEPARTMENT 



Self-assessment Worksheet from Berkeley

“… help departments consider their current and 
potential connections to the campus’s equity, 
inclusion, and diversity goals.” 

https://diversity.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/academic-strategic-toolkit-final.pdf

Understand your DEPARTMENT 



BPC Activity Evaluation 



BPC Activity Evaluation 

NCWIT 101 Course:
Introduction to Diversifying 

Undergraduate Computing Programs
Module 5:

Evaluating Your Diversity and Outreach Efforts



Implicit bias training 

Metrics: 
% of faculty/staff who attend training
% of students who attend training

Example BPC Activity Evaluation 



DO: 
Collect data to iteratively improve activities

DON’T 
Assume each activity will work as intended

Data and Evaluation



1. Determine Context and Set Goals (Mary)
2. Implement Activities Strategically (Colleen)
3. Evaluate (Tracy) 
4. Feedback loop

Overall Process



What questions do you have?



Overcoming Institutional 
Barriers
Ron Metoyer

rmetoyer@nd.edu
University of Notre Dame

mailto:rmetoyer@nd.edu


What barriers, if any, do you anticipate?



How many of you have worked on BPC 
activities for many years?



Barrier #1 - Baggage from past experience
● Start from a positive place
● Don’t assume barriers based on prior 

experience
● This is an opportunity to lead an effort that 

has renewed importance
● Your faculty want to do better
● You’ll be pleasantly surprised, especially in 

today’s climate
● Bring your knowledge/experience with BPC 

to the table
● Focus on what can be changed - your 

specific levers



Raise your hand if you think it’s going to 
be a challenge to get buy-in?



Barrier #2: Making sure everyone sees their role 
● Strive to find consensus among your colleagues regarding goals and activities
● Figure out your departmental challenges as a team
● You want everyone (who wants to) to 1) buy into the goals and 2) see how 

they fit into the BPC plan activities
● Build upon activities already in place where possible and relevant
● Socialize revisions throughout the process



Barrier #3: Getting Data
● To establish context, you need data that may be hard to come by
● IPEDS data is available through the BPCNet Portal https://bpcnet.org/resources-one-

page/#data-evaluation

● Become a Databuddy: https://cra.org/cerp/data-buddies/

● When you cannot get data from Institutional Research  (e.g. due to small 
numbers),  consider grass roots collection within your department

● Establish a Data Coordinator as part of your plan!

https://bpcnet.org/resources-one-page/
https://cra.org/cerp/data-buddies/


Barrier #4 People/Participation
● What if your chair is not on board?
● Find ways to incentivize genuine participation

○ Convince them BPC is important
○ Integrate into merit review

It was an all-hands effort by our department faculty, who reported diversity activities as part of their annual 
review. Our departmental diversity committee compiled a list of activities ranging from “light effort” (e.g., 
attending a luncheon with students at the College of Engineering women’s dorm) to “heavy commitment” (e.g., 
serving as advisor to a co-curricular group focusing on diversity such as our Association for Women in 
Computing [AWC] grad and undergrad women’s club). -- Barbara Ryder (Former Chair CS VTech)

● Build into Promotion and Tenure considerations



Other Barriers
● Legal -- Girls Who Code
● Admissions offices who don’t want to cooperate
● Diversity program that doesn’t “play nice” 



What other institutional barriers do you 
anticipate?



Finalizing a BPC Plan & 
Next Steps

Burçin Tamer
Computing Research Association



Make a To-Do list
Write your plan
Feedback
Finish your plan
Get plan verified
Post plan on BPCnet



BPC Plan Consultancy

● BPC experts will be answering questions, giving feedback, and 
reviewing plans

● Appointment based

● Departmental Plans & 
Project Plans

● Free!



BPC Plan Consultancy

● Make your appointment 

○ Link on the workshop website on BPCnet.org

● Prepare for your appointment!! 

● Send your draft plan ahead of time

● Meet with your consultant

● Follow-up!



BPC Plan Consultancy
● Departmental Plans & Project 

Plans

● Free!



Departmental BPC Plan Review/Verification

● Submit your Departmental BPC Plan! 

Option 1: Work with a consultant, submit it to them when finished

Option 2: Already finished? Submit on BPCnet.org 
(https://bpcnet.org/submit-plan/)



Departmental BPC Plan Review/Verification
● BPC expert consultant will 

review
● Does your plan meet the 

recommendations on 
BPCnet.org?

→ Publish on BPCnet

→ Revise/ Consultancy



If you have any lingering questions, 
email bpcinfo@cra.org



Thank you!
BPC Plan Consultants

Gretchen Achenbach, NCWIT
Jill Denner, NSF

Wendy DuBow, NCWIT
Diane Levitt, Cornell Tech

Manuel Pérez-Quiñones, University of North Carolina Charlotte
Luther Tychonievich, University of Virginia



Thank you!
BPC Plan Workshop Steering Committee

Nancy Amato, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Tracy Camp, Colorado School of Mines

Mary Hall, University of Utah
Colleen Lewis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Ronald Metoyer, University of Notre Dame

CRA Organizers
Burçin Tamer

Heather Wright
Evelyn Yarzebinski

Colin Karnes

Technical Support Team
CareTecher, LLC

Kapil Patnaik
Regan Abner

National Science Foundation
Jeff Forbes

Margaret Martonosi


